
How to get your story out

Media workshop, For Our Kids, March 2021



Identifying your story: What makes this news? 

 Change/trends, conflict, new discoveries, 

 firsts and onlys (example first ever cat daycare in the country)

 David and Goliath tales. (again, this is about conflict)

 Corruption/scandal (watchdog role)

 Novelty: Anything that makes you go: Wow! (Dog bites man = no story, Man bites 

dog = story)

 Impact is essential: The more impact a story has (ie: the more people that are 

affected) the greater the news value. 



How to focus your story idea

 A focus statement is about: Somebody doing something for a reason. 

 Focus statements help identify and focus your story idea

 Make sure the ”doing something” part is an action verb. Visualize what’s happening 

if that helps 

 The stronger they are, they easier it is for reporters to see what the story is about



Press release 

tips:

 Start with a strong headline, likely based on 

your focus statement

 Basic questions on who, what, where, 

when, why and how should be answered, 

and opinions should be attributed in 

quotations

 Think about visuals: print and TV need to 

see something

 Use active sentences that tell us who is 

doing the action. Ex: Burnaby North 

Secondary students raised $10,000 for 

charity. NOT: $10,000 was raised...



Press release 

tips:

 Relevancy: How many people are 

affected by this? Why is it news? What 

makes it interesting and relevant for the 

reader? Why should we care?

 Include relevant background information 

for someone who is not familiar with the 

subject. Ex: A local student won the Begbie

history contest, a nationwide competition 

where students DO WHAT?

 Short and fast is best.



Press release 

tips:

 Accuracy is an absolute must, names 
of people, places contests etc. must 
be correct. Reporters often rely on 
press releases and trust the source is 
accurate. We check too, but if you 
send us something full of mistakes and 
sloppy spelling, you're setting yourself 
up as an unreliable source.

 Include a name and contact number 
every time to make follow up calls 
easier and faster.

 If you need more help, there are online 
sites on how to write a press release. It's 
not about formality, it's about 
disseminating accurate information 
quickly.



Who to send it 

to and when: 

 Send your press release with a lot of 
advance notice 

 Send it again before the event as a 
friendly reminder

 It’s OK to make one follow up call, 
giving the recipient a head’s up that 
you’ve sent something

 Don’t be too annoying, demanding or 
entitled

 Know that you may do everything right 
and still not get coverage. That’s OK. 
There are other ways/places to 
publish…



Others ways 

to get your 

message out: 

 Letters to the editor, keep them locally 
focused and short

 Submit an op-ed 

 Publish your piece on your own 
website and send links out on social 
media, IG, Twitter and Facebook, ask 
your networks to amplify

 Send to climate friendly publications, 
like National Observer and Georgia 
Straight



Questions?


